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HIS family tree tells a story typical of many
. large American companies whose antecedents
were the trail blazers of present-day industry.
Through the bringing together of the diverse yet
related experiences of these pioneers, knowledge
has been at once broadened and coordinated with
a consequent acceleration of progress ... Thus in
the related frelds of fuel burning and steam generation, which are the very roots of our industrial
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economy, the past 25 years has been a period of
revolutionary progress in which Combustion Engineering has played a leading role . • . Thus has
one company, building on the assimilated experiences of pioneers in every branch of its freid, been
able to provide new and better equipment in the
variety of designs required for the widely differing
fuels and steam needs of all industry - from small
industrial plants to the largest power stations. A·900
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200 MADISON

AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
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T-P means Top Precision

in all phases of design, development, tooling, and contract manufacturing. Here, in the Taft-Peirce Contract Division, is available virtually every type of
machine tool, every element of personal skill and experience, which could be required on mechanical
production problems by any manufacturer in any field of industry. If you need only a single tool or part,
Taft-Peirce Contract Service will readily supply it. H you need complete mechanisms or machines in
quantity lots, Taft-Peirce Contract Service will meet your production schedules and the most critical
probing of your own inspectors. If you would like to see exactly how, write to The Taft-Peirce Mfg. Co.,
Woonsocket, Rhode Island, for the illustrated brochure entitled:

Talce it to Talt-Peirce
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HEXAGONAL PLASTIC ROD

Preferred for an Ever-Increasing Number
of Important Industrial Applications
One of the newer users of Sandee Hexagonal Extruded Plastic
Rod is Elgin. National Watch Co. Their highly accurate Test Plug
Gauges, are made with handles of Sandee red translucent Cellulose
Acetate Butyrate extruded plastic rod. As in screw driver handles,
the hex shape-keeps the tool from rolling on a fiat surface. This
tough non-magnetic material made in standard sizes up to 1 inch,
-is readily machined .. in this case, drilled and threaded and slotted
to receive a split threaded bushing with a locking nut. Hex rod
is only one of the many tine extruded plastic products we make.
"I'he Sandee catalog, describing our complete service, embracing
Rigid and Flexible Plastic Extrusions, is yours for the asking.

Elmer Szantay, M.E. '35
General Manager
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in the Petroleum Chemistry Industry
LUMMUS
CHEMICAL
PLANT
EXPERIENCE
ALCOHOL

DISTILLERIES

•
ANHYDROUS

ALCOHOL

•

SYNTHETIC PHENOL

UNITS

PLANTS

•
•

PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE

PLANTS

ETHYLENE AND PROPYLENE
SOLVENT

•
RECOVERY

PRODUCTION
PLANTS

•
FORMALDEHYDE

PRODUCTION

•
BUTANOL

FERMENTATION

PROJECTS

•

Petroleum has become a cheap source material for the manufacture of
many chemical products ... such as styrene, butadiene, phenol, toluol,
alcohols, acetic acid, ketones, esters, resins, plastics and solvents. And new
large scale manufacturing techniques have added the further advantage
of lower chemical production costs - costs that are immediately reflected
in competitive consumer products. As a result, the petroleum chemistry field
is on the threshold of still greater expansion. Excellent opportunities await
progressive chemical manufacturers ond refiners.
Lummushas pioneered in the development, construction and initial operation of chemical plants, petroleum refineries and petroleum chemical plants.
Its engineering services are now available for the further development of
projects for the production of chemical raw materials from petroleum
sources ... and the development of process units for the manufacture of
specific chemicals.
For further information write to: The Lummus Company. 420 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17; 600 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5; Mellie
Esperson Building, Houston 2, Texas; 634 South Spring Street, Los Angeles
14; In England: 78 Mount Street, London, W.1.

STYRENE PLANTS

•
BUTADIENE

PLANTS

•
AZEOTROPIC

AND EXTRACTIVE

DISTILLATION

LUMMUS
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THE TABULAR VIEW
Among the earliest efforts in airplane instrumentation are the tests of the late Professor Alfred
V. de Forest and Captain Luis de Florez, who received
their degrees in 1912but affiliated with the Class of 1911.
Working together on their undergraduate thesis, "Tests
on a Burgess-Wright Aeroplane," these two young men
made what is believed to be the first measurements of
the thrust of an airplane propeller in flight.
. The importance of their 1912 undergraduate thesis is
reviewed (page 96) by PROFESSOR
JEROMEC. HUNSAXER,
'12, himselfa noted pioneer inaviation, as attested
by the award made to him in 1933 of the Daniel Guggenheim Medal for achievement in aeronautics and by
the title of his doctoral thesis, "Dynamic Stability of
Aeroplanes." After spending 18 years as an officerin the
Navy, two years as vice-president of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, and five years as vice-president of the
. Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation, Dr. Hunsaker returned
to the Institute in 1933and now heads the Departments
of Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering.
Pioneers, -

Triplex
'rifugal

Pumps.

Unit includes one Cenand two Rotary Geared
Has flonge mounting.

The designs of Brown & Sharpe Pumps lend themselves
to special combinations and mountings. Geared,
Vane, Centrifugal and Motor Driven styles. Catalog
on request. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1,
R. I., U. S. A.

s SHARPE

BROWN

PUMPS
WANTED

ASSISTANT

SALES MANAGER

By Prominent

ManuFacturer

of

Surtfiiy,. To the long list of his articles, PRESIDENT
KARtT. COMPTON
has added "Mission to Tokyo," and
The Review is happy to present (page 99) this report,
which resulted from his active participation in scientific
projects aimed to win the peace.
Granted six months' leave of absence to direct the
activities of several hundred scientists in the Pacific
in the war against Japan, President Compton left Cambridge for Manila late in July. Six days after he reached
Manila and began organizing this scientific staff, the
Japanese had negotiated for surrender. Instead ·ofbeing
free to return to the Institute, Dr. Compton was confronted with a new and unexpected assignment in which
the war research projects and scientific resources of
Japan were to be surveyed as quickly as possible as one
phase of the early occupation of the J apanese islands.
(Concluded on page 90)

CentriFugal Pumps
We are a small closely owned corporation headed
by a Tech man. Our location is in a midwestern community of 60,000 which is close to a Jarge city. We

Speed

employ approximately

Economy

300 in one of the finest and

with

most modern plants in the centrifugal pump business.
Air R,d",tion Salts Co.
IAltmuion and R,1JD~jtaljon)

We believe we have an excellent opportunity for an
aggressive

young man with the spark and admin-

istrative ability necessary to run a wide-awake
organization.
Reply to Box F
THE

TECHNOLOGY

sales

Will you have to alter or enlarge
... Our organization is known
ity to build- with maximum
minimum interruption to plant
W. J. BARNEY

REVIEW

Cambridge 39, Mass.
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PARK

your plant?
for its abilspeed and
operations.

CORPORATION
AVENUE,

INDUSTRIAL

NEW

YORK

CONSTRUCTION

Allred T. Glass.If, '20, Vice President

